
DeFi, NFTs, Staking – How to Build the Bridge Between Traditional Finance and New World of Digital 
Assets
After a brief look at traditional trading of digital assets, you will discover more about the growth, regulatory 
challenges and trends around DeFi, NFTs and Staking. The deep dive into the three topics will take place in rotating 
groups. 

The rise of DeFi

• Trends, impact on the current financial system, lending and borrowing, derivatives, trading, payments and asset 
transfer

NFT: Digital Art, Gaming, Entertainment

• Current state of NFTs, copyright issues, leading NFT marketplaces and creation platforms, legal implications, and 
the future of NFTs

Fundamentals on Staking, Mining and Blockchain

• Proof of Stake, benefits and risks, what we can expect from the Blockchain space

Patrick Heusser

Patrick Heusser is CEO of Crypto Finance (Brokerage) AG. Prior to joining the firm, Patrick worked 
as an interest rates trader at UBS and held various positions in the IRCC (interest rate, commodity, 
and currency) trading division in London, New York, Singapore, and Zurich. Patrick is an expert in 
trading and risk management, and has experience in leading start-up projects. Patrick holds a 
Business School degree in banking. Additionally, he has completed various courses in technical 
chart analysis.

Alexander Moser

Alexander Moser is in Business Development at Crypto Finance (Infrastructure Services) AG. Before 
he joined the team, he founded a blockchain infrastructure company, building four mining farms on 
industrial scale in Switzerland and abroad using his own designs, raising the thermal efficiency of 
mining facilities drastically. Alex is a blockchain advisor for several companies, including a 
shopping center in Austria that he supports since eight years in innovation projects and Marketing. 
Prior, he worked for 3 years in Bulgaria as process engineer and was responsible for production 
line innovation projects and energy consumption for the world’s second largest building material 
and plaster board manufacturer. He studied Business Engineering with a double degree in 
Electronics and Computer Science and holds a project manager certificate from pma Austria.

Kontakt: Patrick Heusser
E-Mail: info@cryptofinance.ch
Website: www.cryptofinance.ch
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